PROJECT NAME: PROJECT NUMBER

SECTION A - A

SECTION B - B

RECONSTRUCT EXISTING BASE COURSE

SAND LEVELING COURSE, GRADING TOLERANCE 1/8"

3/4" GROUT CHAMBER (TYP)

SEE JOINT DETAIL BELOW

JOINT DETAIL

1/8" TO 1/2" TRANSVERSE JOINT (TYP)
1/8" TO 3/4" LONGITUDINAL JOINT (TYP)

RECONSTRUCT EXISTING BASE COURSE

HIGH STRENGTH STABILIZATION GROUT 2" MIN

1 DIA T-READE BOLT W/HEAVY HEX NUT

MEADOW BURKE LP-20 DOUBLE SWIVEL LIFT PLATE
(OR EQUIVALENT)

1 DIA x 5 1/2" LONG MEADOW BURKE CX-51 OPEN COIL INSERT OR EQUIVALENT (GALVANIZED)

LIFTING DETAIL A

LIFTING DETAIL B

NOTE:
ALL GROUT PORT VENTS AND LIFTING INSERTS TO BE CLEANED AND SEALED WITH STABILIZATION GROUT MIN TOP 2 INCHES